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It is shown that the resonant nonlinear-wave mixing in the semiconductor quantum wells under a femtosecond optical pulse excitation can be used
for the generation of the utmost short mid/far-infrared pulses with a few- or
even single-cycle duration defined by pump duration.
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1. Introduction
Different optoelectronic techniques, utilizing ultrashort optical laser pulses,
to generate THz few-cycle pulses were suggested and experimentally realized in
90’s; see, e.g., [1–9]. Also, the ultrafast coherence relaxation dynamics in heterostructures was investigated, including the charge oscillations in quantum wells
(QWs) [10–14] and the Bloch oscillations in superlattices [15–17].
In the present paper we address the resonant nonlinear-wave mixing in the
multiple-QW heterostructures under femtosecond laser pulse excitation as a potential source of the utmost short, i.e. few-cycle or single-cycle, mid/far-infrared
pulses. Recently we suggested the use of the resonant nonlinear-wave mixing inside a semiconductor laser cavity as a basis for the new kind of continuous-wave
room temperature mid/far-infrared lasers [18–20]. There was also an observation
of the 10- to 20-cycle, i.e. 0.2–0.4 ps, mid-infrared pulses resulting from coherent
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charge oscillations (resonant mixing) in multiple QWs under femtosecond pulse
excitation [21].
In Sec. 2 we analyze emission of the mid/far-infrared pulses for the planar
multiple-QW structure optically pumped at the Brewster angle. In Sec. 3, in
the frame of a simple three-level model of QWs, the mid/far-infrared coherence
excitation is described analytically. Numerical results which include also a finite
dephasing time are presented and compared with the analytical ones. In Sec. 4
we estimate the power of the mid/far-infrared radiation for typical GaAs-based
heterostructures and give conclusions.
2. Generation of mid/far-infrared radiation
The optical femtosecond pulse passing through the active medium (multiple-QW structure) initiates difference-frequency mixing process due to the second-order electron (hole) nonlinearity χ(2) and creates a resonant mid/far-infrared
wave of nonlinear polarization with the k-vector in the plane of QWs. If the opti√
cal pump pulse is TM-polarized and sent under the Brewster angle (tan θ0 = ε)
to the surface of the heterostructure, in order to avoid reflection (see Fig. 1) the

Fig. 1. Geometry of the coherence excitation and emission of the mid/far-infrared
radiation.

generated mid/far-infrared field outside the structure should be found from
2πN0 NQW ∂ ³
nIR r ´
E IR (r, t) ≈ −n⊥
p
t
−
.
(1)
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c
cε3/2
Here p(t) is a dipole moment created by one electron on the intersubband transition, N0 is the density of the dipoles per unit area of a QW, NQW is the number
of QWs, c is the speed of light in the vacuum, nIR is a unit vector in the direction
of the mid/far-infrared wave propagation, n⊥
IR is a unit vector that lies in the
plane of incidence, perpendicular to the propagation direction, and has a positive
projection on z-axis, ε is the dielectric constant of the material. For the sake
of simplicity, dispersion of semiconductor materials is neglected, which is reasonable if the distance from QWs to the semiconductor surface is much less than the
mid/far-infrared wavelength λIR .
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In the case of z-polarized mid/far-infrared transitions typical of the electron
subbands in asymmetrical QWs, the mid/far-infrared signal vanishes for normal
incidence of the pump pulse. Due to mixing of heavy and light holes in the valence
band, the dipole moments of the valence-band intersubband transitions may be
polarized in the QW-plane [22]; in this case the maximum of the mid/far-infrared
signal will take place for the normal incidence of the pump pulse.
3. Intraband coherence
A simple three-level scheme of electron–hole states in QWs accounts well
for the coherent quantum beats owing to the resonant difference-frequency mixing
within the band width of the pump pulse. A schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 2. For typical GaAs/AlGaAs or InGaAs/GaAs structures, the frequencies of
the interband transitions, ω21 and ω31 , lie in the near-infrared (optical) region,
λ ≈ 0.8−1 µm, whereas the frequency of the intersubband transition, ω32 , can
be varied in a wide range — from mid-infrared to far-infrared, λIR ≈ 5−100 µm,
and to the THz region. In symmetrical QWs, all three transitions may be dipole
allowed due to mixing of heavy and light holes [20, 22].

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the three-level system with two electron and one hole
levels. Here ω21 and ω31 are the frequencies of the two dipole allowed interband transitions, ω — the frequency of the pump pulse, ω32 — the frequency of the dipole allowed
intersubband transition.

An essential point of the schematic given is that the mean frequency of the
pump pulse, ω, is close to the frequencies of the interband transitions, ω21 and ω31 ,
and the width of the pump pulse spectrum is large enough to span the difference
between them, ω32 .
In the simplest case of interest, when ω = (ω21 + ω31 )/2, the dipole moments
d21 and d31 of the transitions 2–1 and 3–1 are set to be real and equal to each
other (so that the Rabi frequencies are equal and real, Ω21 (t) = Ω31 (t) = Ω (t) =
dE(t)/h̄), and a population transfer because of nonradiative processes is negligible
(so that there are only two finite nonradiative constants, γ32 and γ21 = γ31 = γ),
equations for the density matrix,
ρ21 (t) = σ21 (t)e−iωt , ρ31 (t) = σ31 (t)e−iωt , ρmm (t) = σmm (t), m = 1, 2, 3,

(2)
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of the electron–hole excitation in such QWs can be reduced to very symmetric
system

dσ11


s ),
 dt =¡−2Ω(t)Im(σ
¤
¢
£1
dσs
ω32
(3)
(3σ11 − 1) − ρ32 ,
σs = i Ω(t)
2
dt + γ + i 2
2


 dρ32 + (γ + iω ) ρ = −iΩ (t)σ .
dt

32

32

32

s

Here E(t) is the laser field amplitude and the following relations are used:
σ31 = σs ,

σ21 = −σs∗ ,

σ22 (t) = σ33 (t) =

1
2

[1 − σ11 (t)] .

(4)

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the case γ = γ32 = 0 and a
π-shaped laser pulse of duration τp . Then, for the ground-state population σ11 (t)
and the mid/far-infrared coherence ρ32 (t) ≡ ρ032 (t) + iρ0032 (t) at the time interval
0 < t < τp the following solution is valid:
¶
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As one can see from Eqs. (5)–(7), p
if the duration of the pulse is equal
2 , one will get the system
to the integer number of periods T = 4π/ 2Ω02 + ω32
in the initial state with ρ32 (τp ) = σ22 (τp ) = σ33 (τp ) = 0, i.e., the coherence
oscillations will stop as soon as the pump pulse ends. The results of numerical
simulations with a finite coherence relaxation included (γ = γ32 = 1013 s−1 ) are
shown in Fig. 3 and match well the solution (5)–(7) for the short enough pump
pulse (τp < 1/γ, 1/γ32 ) : ρ32 ≈ 0 and σ22,33 < σ11 at τ > τp for the curve 2.
An essential shortening of the generated mid/far-infrared pulse due to cut-off
of the afterglow rings of the intersubband coherence ρ32 is quite general effect that
takes place for any other smoothly-shaped pump pulse. It was shown by numerical
simulations, e.g., for the secant-shaped pump pulse Ω (t) = Ω0 / cosh[(t − t0 )/τp ]
and Gaussian pump pulse. In particular, it was demonstrated that the amplitude
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Fig. 3. Coherence ρ032 (t) (left part) and population σ11 (t) (right part) for the π-shaped
optical excitation pulse. Parameters: ω32 = 90 × 1012 s−1 , γ32 = γ = 1013 s−1 . The
amplitude of the pump pulse is fixed, Ω0 ≡ dE/h̄ = 90 × 1012 s−1 , and its duration
τp = (10, 80, 300) fs.

of the mid/far-infrared coherence and the difference-frequency signal decreases
sharply as soon as the width of the pump pulse spectrum becomes less than ω32 .
4. Estimation and conclusion
For the estimates, let us take typical values of the parameters for GaAs-based heterostructures: ω32 = 90 × 1012 s−1 (i.e., 14.3 THz or λIR ≈ 21 µm),
d21 /e ∼ d31 /e ∼ 1 nm, d32 /e ∼ 3 nm, ε ∼ 12, me ≈ 0.06m0 (electron mass in the
conduction band in terms of the free-electron mass). For NQW = 100 (i.e., a total
thickness of the multiple QWs of order 1 µm) and the amplitude of the electric
field in the optical pump pulse E ≈ 5 × 105 V cm−1 , we find
£
¤
4πd32 0.1ω32
N0 NQW ≈ 100 V cm−1 .
(8)
3/2
cε
In terms of peak intensities, the latter means that one gets 13 W cm−2 of
the mid/far-infrared radiation out of 300 MW cm−2 of the optical pump. The
corresponding number densities of the optical and mid/far-infrared photons per
unit area per pulse at τp ≈ 30 fs are of order 4 × 1013 cm−2 and 4 × 107 cm−2 ,
respectively. There are different ways to increase the conversion efficiency, e.g., by
using higher intensities of the optical pump pulses, optimized geometry, diffraction
grading on top of the structure, more favourable, in-QW-plane polarization of the
heavy-light hole transitions, other III–V semiconductor materials, etc.
The experiments outlined in the present paper are under way for the
InGaAs/GaAs/InGaAsP and AlGaAs/GaAs multiple-QW heterostructures with
the interband transitions in the range 0.91–0.94 µm and 0.79–0.81 µm wavelengths,
respectively.
In conclusion, we present a simple model describing the generation of short
mid/far-infrared pulses via the resonant nonlinear-wave mixing within the band
width of the pump femtosecond pulse in the multiple-QW heterostructures. On
the basis of the analytical solution for a π-shaped optical pump pulse, we found
max |EIR (t)| ∼
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that one can expect the generation of the utmost short mid/far-infrared pulses
with a few- or even single-cycle duration if the proper adjustment of the pump
pulse parameters is done. The explicit formula for the mid/far-infrared electric
field is derived, and its peak value is estimated as 100 V/cm that is high enough
for many applications.
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